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D  of the environmental 
regulation  emission standards and taxes from passenger cars. Although the scandal broke out in the USA, it 
negatively affected the EU automotive industry and its customers. 
framework for environmental protection in the EU-28. Furthermore, the national governments are still missing a large 
amount of ecologically oriented taxes from  motor vehicles due to the widening gap between real and official 
greenhouse gas emissions from passenger cars. Bulgaria i D
massive imports of cheap diesel cars and their atmospheric pollution. The paper also discusses the obsolete taxes on 
registration and ownership of passenger cars in this country. It concludes that social and ecological justice are not 
substitutive, but rather complementary goods in Bulgaria. 
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 2008 2009 2010  2016 2017 2018
13 
 1544422 1571178 1553047  ............... 1917917 1638146 1620323 
 714035 816262 948032  .............. 1692999 1592032 1618923 
LPG 107739 110806 98295  .............. 145944 148 509 154952 
  ..............  ..............  ..............  .............. 805 1097 1260 
 .............. .............. .............. .............. 49352 28723 26372 
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